
 
Aug-Sept, 1952; Delft, Netherlands (BB) 
Hoax UFO photo by Luuk Nyhof (Nijhof).  Date uncertain, several possible dates Aug. 5, 
26, or 28, or Sept. 2, 1952. 
 
We don't know much of anything for certainty about the basics of this alleged 
case, including the date, the time, and whether Luuk Nyhof (Nijhof) was really on 
the roof or not.  It is a single-witness case since he sent his assistant John 
Richter away, and this is suspicious, especially in a photo case as it might 
suggest getting rid of a witness who could expose a hoax.  Even if on the roof, 
Nyhof could have had a 1-meter (3 ft) glass plate on the roof for reflecting a 
bright electric lamp into the glass while still showing background scenery of 
factory buildings and smokestacks through the glass.  There are a number of 
other indications of a hoax: 
 
The BB file documents indicate various dates for the photo, ranging from Aug. 26 
or 28 to Sept. 2.  FOTOCAT founder and researcher Vicente-Juan Ballester-
Olmos has supplied a better photo from a newspaper clip obtained (digitally) by 
researcher Kay Massengill, who if correct that the clipping in De Telegraaf Dutch 
newspaper is dated Aug. 7, 1952, then would indicate the photo date is likely the 
Aug. 5 date reported by Dutch researchers to Ballester-Olmos.  (See copy of 
newspaper photo of object with enhancement and my outline drawing showing 
what appears to be an electric lamp pointed at the camera.) 
 
The duration was stated to be 10-15 seconds and the object fast moving, so fast 
that Nyhof said he had no time to look through the viewfinder.  But that leaves 
almost 20 minutes unaccounted for, in this time frame of 4:15 to 4:35 PM (CEST, 
Central European Standard Time).  Nyhof states that he took a picture of an 
instrument at 4:15 then suddenly saw the bright silver light moving at tremendous 
speed from the right or South, which presumably would have occurred at 4:15-
4:16.  So what happened from 4:16 to 4:35 PM?  
 
The Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute, dr. H. ten Cate, determined that 
the round white object in the second photo was 9 degrees in diameter but that 
there was a middle part of the disk that was 3 degrees in diameter that Nyhof 
supposedly saw.   
 
Indeed, contrast enhancement reveals a faint 3-degree circular region in the 
center.  In the very center there is a dark irregular region about 1 degree in 
diameter (in the better newsclip photo the dark region is more nearly circular). 
 The upper-right rim of the 9-deg outer circular region is very sharp edged, but 
the rest of the rim is fuzzy and seems to be made fuzzy by an irregular cloud (or 
steam?) that appears over much of the photo.  
 
The Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (RNMI) determined that the 
object was 20 degrees S of E or at 110 degs true azimuth, about ESE.  Nyhof 



reported the object moved fast from S to E, which is consistent with this 
directional determination.   
 
However, the much clearer newspaper photo that V-J kindly provided shows 
factory buildings below the object apparently lit up on their roofs by bright 
sunlight from about the SE, i.e., mid-morning not late afternoon (the alleged and 
discrepant afternoon 4:15 or 4:35 PM times).  The faces of the factory walls 
facing about NW are completely in shadow, again indicating the sun was in about 
the SE, thus at mid-morning.  
 
In other words, we have another Barra da Tijuca, Brazil, sun-angle hoax indicator 
(a case only a few months earlier in 1952).  
 
I have contrast-enhanced the better-quality newspaper print of the photo from V-
J, and it now appears that the central dark spot is circular not irregular, and is 
about 0.9 degree in diameter if the outer bright white disk is 9 degs in diameter 
as RNMI determined (I cannot independently determine the exact figures as I do 
not have an uncropped print or the camera focal length, but typical figures would 
support the RNMI figures very roughly).   
 
For an example of what these angular diameters would mean in a hoax scenario, 
if the lamp reflector shade was 9 inches in diameter the socket screw would be 
about 0.9 inch or about the size of a standard Edison screw socket.  Its distance 
from the camera would be roughly 5-6 feet (or if the image is reflected from glass 
the total distance from camera to glass to lamp would add up to about 5-6 ft).  
 
I also see what appears to be two long narrow protuberances projecting out from 
the rim of the object at about the 4 o'clock and 6 o'clock positions, a possible 
support strut and electric cable (probably not connected, see below)?  They end 
where the protuberances are lost in cloud (steam?) images.  
 
There is not enough resolution in the photo to see an unlit tungsten filament in a 
light bulb if there is one.  If the lighting was coming from a bulb in the center the 
filament would be white hot and then we would see it (albeit greatly enlarged by 
the intense light).  So I think the lamp was lit up by a spotlight behind the camera. 
 There may or may not be a transparent bulb in the center of this lamp "saucer." 
 The 3-degree diameter circular region in the center could be the unlit glass bulb 
or it could just be a slight design flourish and no bulb was present.  
 
To sum up, it is apparently a hoax.  
 


